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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognize their continuing connection to 
land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Bidjigal and Gadigal people lived in and around the  Clovelly /Coogee area. 1
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Clovelly Child Care Centre               

What’s buzzing?

Upcoming events and 

special day’s in the next 

4 months  

January 26 Invasion day 
March 
1 Beach kindy begins 

11,18 &25 Social nights

22Sustainability committee 

meeting 

April

6 Cheeky Emu performance 

11 PMC meeting 

12 Puppet show with Nick

15 Good Friday 

18 Easter Monday 

25 Anzac day 

26 Anzac day holiday

28 staff meeting

May

3 Sustainability committee meeting

15 Green fair

20 Walk Safely to School Day in 
Australia
26 National Sorry Day 2022
26 Aboriginal Education Program 
(Early Stage 1excursion Joeys . 
Centennial parklands 
27 Reconciliation week to -3 June 

June

6 PMC meeting

13 Queens birthday 

17 Lantern  Parade 

20 Winter solstice 

30Staff meeting 
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Circle of security 

• At times all parents feel lost or without a clue about what our child might need from us.

• Imagine what it might feel like if you were able to make sense of what your child was really

• asking from you. The Circle of Security® Parenting™ program is based on decades of

• research about how secure parent-child relationships can be supported and strengthened.

• Using the COSP™ model developed by the Circle of Security originators, our trained

• Facilitators work with parents and care-givers to help them to:

• Understand their child’s emotional world by learning to read emotional needs

• Support their child’s ability to successfully manage emotions

• Enhance the development of their child's self esteem

• Honor the innate wisdom and desire for their child to be secure

CCCC staff follow Principles of self-determination-To be successful in self-
determination, young children  need:
Circle of security The Circle of Security is a way of thinking about emotion and 
behaviour that enables our educators to look beyond a child’s immediate 
behaviour and think about how to meet their genuine relationship needs.
•Freedom. They can exercise the same rights as all citizens. They can be ambitious 
and creative, and express themselves. Freedom includes the freedom to make 
mistakes.
•Support. They can autonomously determine how to organize their resources. This 
means that young children do not receive “authoritarian rules ” and prescriptions. 
Rather, they may seek guidance and direction  for support for any number of tasks 
for which they need assistance.

Parents may be interested to do this The Circle of Security® Parenting™
training 



This is early childhood education at its best: teachers, children, and families opening themselves to each other and 
to the earth in ways that invite joyful play, collaborative inquiry, thoughtful observation, and deep caring that gives 
rise to action. These ways of being are a foundation for children’s lives in community. They foster the social and 
emotional well-being that is at the heart of just communities, and they strengthen the intellectual development that 
is at the heart of academic learning.

This is our 
Clovelly 

Thoughtful observation of place Emotional well-being  
and self regulation 



Early childhood 
programs that put 
social justice and 
ecological 
teaching front and 
centre share 
particular 
characteristics.

At Clovelly we do! 

Throughout this  
newsletter , on 
each page, you 
will be able to see 
some of the 
characteristics 
that shine a light 
on social justice 
and ecological 
teachings in our 
everyday practice. 

Creative satisfaction

Independence     



We  prioritize anti-bias, culturally sensitive teaching and learning. Our vision is for our educators to  call 
attention to the ways in which people are different and the ways in which people are the same, honouring 
individual and group identity. 



With the help of our grace and courtesy program , we intentionally introduce issues of fairness and unfairness, and 
coach our children to think critically and to take action. We encourage our educators to  learn about children’s family 
and cultural identities and integrate those identities into the daily life of the classroom, at the same time as we 
acknowledge the ways in which our own cultural identities shape their teaching.

Francesca 

said “I am 

Hawara”

Dressing up 

as someone 

you love is a 

very powerful 

thing.  At 

CCCC we 

recognize 

cultural 

differences 

and accepts 

diversity with 

love 

Social justice 

day was 

celebrated on 

Feb 20 2022



We organize our spaces and places  around play and offer ample time for exploration. Teachers create time and provide open-
ended materials for children’s imaginative, self-directed play. Our educators talk with families, with other teachers, and with 
community members about the value of play for children’s healthy development and for their learning.

Clay exploration is all about experiencing the material –
cold, squishy, sticky – no instructions are needed. It’s the 
perfect process art experience.

Its really 

important 

to have 

clay 

available 

regularly 

so children 

learn how 

to master 

the skills 

and 

techniques

over time 

(Kolbe, 

2007).

Clay is available every single day  in the Joeys and  Plateenas room 



We use curriculum approaches that are responsive to children’s developmental and 
intellectual pursuits. Our educators pay attention to children’s play and conversations, 
watching for the developmental themes, compelling questions, understandings, and 
misunderstandings expressed in their play. We  use our observations to develop 
curricula that challenge children to think deeply and to explore collaboratively

Dive deeper and look below 

Look up  and notice what's up high  



We aim to cultivate a sense of place — of belonging to a particular patch of earth and sky — and a connection to the earth and its 
creatures. We always try to take the children outdoors and bring the natural world into the classroom, inviting the children to 
engage their senses and their minds as they come to know and care about our Bidjigal land — and to care for our place where 
they are spending their days.

The wonder of discovering  tiny insects in our 
garden 

Together we sort out the food scraps that the worms will enjoy. They don’t like 
citrus  skins so we remove them and  throw them into the fogo bin instead

A gentle hand  scoops the tiny bug temporarily 
into our magnified bug holder for further 
investigation 



We emphasize children’s social-emotional and dispositional learning. Our educators  seek to cultivate in children 
the disposition to pay attention to their own and others’ emotions and needs

Artist Esme documented one of her friends accidental fall 
one afternoon . Iggy skipped into a wall and split his lip and 
dislodged two of his front teeth . From Esme’s perspective 
there was  blood everywhere . She drew this to cheer him 
up 

Esme paid attention to Iggy’s needs 

Making  healthy  eating choices and learning how  to thread your own  watermelon stick  draws attention to look after your 
health and well being 



We emphasize the importance of collaboration and offer our  children coaching and practice about 
understanding multiple perspectives. We try to create opportunities for children to think critically and 
engage intellectually with ideas and with each other —

ED LEADER supports staff to take action on their 
critical thinking and tinkling  

This year Jody’s   role is Educational Leader. I work 
across all of our rooms and specialist staff (Kitchen 
Garden and Music), collaborating with teachers and 
providing curriculum guidance. It is my job to ensure 
our program aligns with our philosophies, and our cycle 
of learning and planning is child-centred and continually 
supports children to holistically grow and develop. This 
includes supporting staff to nurture our children’s 
sense of belonging, and individual ways of being and 
doing, to become active and involved citizens for the 
future. I look forward to being part of so many 
learning journeys this year!



Our desire is to learn from and stand with children’s families. We  recognize that they have much to learn about 
children from their families, about children’s particular ways of being in the world, about their family rituals and 
rhythms, and about their cultural identities. As we learn from families about their strengths and challenges, we can 
then offer ourselves as allies to families, in ways specific to individual families and in the arena of broader 
community activism and justice efforts.



We advocate for children, families, and early childhood workers. As a director I acknowledge the broader social 
conditions that impact the lives of children, families, and teachers. I advocate to take action — speaking out in our 
community, writing letters to news media and to legislators, participating in raising awareness of antiquated thinking  
that need to change. We know that our activism is an extension of our  teaching, contributing to social justice efforts and 
modelling  for children what it is to live in the world as a change-maker.

• “I’ve been an early childhood educator for over 35 years. 

• The majority of educators are women. Early childhood education is often 
seen as babysitting, or as ‘women’s work’ that we should do without 
expecting a decent wage.

• The work we do is vital. We educate and care for children to give them the 
best start in life possible. We play a profound role in the future of our 
country. Let us not forget that today’s children are future citizens! Yet more 
than half of the workers in early education are on minimum wage, and can’t 
afford to stay in the sector. 

• I love my job, and I’m passionate about early learning. But educators like 
myself can no longer tolerate our role being undervalued and underpaid.

• That’s why I’m a part of the Big Steps Campaign, to fight for respect and 
recognition for all early childhood educators.”

• Debbie Zerbst  NSW educator and proud UWU member 

• United Workers Union  



message from the fund-raisers 
Thankyou to all the donators and supporters. Your 
generosity continues to overwhelm us.
As the days pass since the devastating floods, we are 
hearing more and more about the massive clean-up process 
and the sad stories about preschools loosing so much of 
their equipment or even for some, their buildings which 
have sustained so much damage. Some preschools are 
looking to relocate for 12 months or more, until their 
regular premises are rebuilt.

Preschools are finding that that the insurance will not cover 
the total cost of rebuilding and purchasing new equipment. 
To support these preschools, we have increase our goal to 
$250000, hopefully giving each preschool $25000.

Your donation is helping children to return to playing and 
connecting to others in a safe, caring and supportive 
environment as soon as possible, which supports families 
who have also been affected to have time to continue their 
own planning, helping and rebuilding.

Thankyou again for your kindness and generosity.

Lismore Community 
Pre-school completely 
submerged in water  
during the 2022 floods 

Fundraising team (2)
Northern Rivers Preschool Alliance 
Organizer
Raised $25,905 from 83 donations
Booyong NSW
Clunes Preschool 
Team member
Raised $2,300 from 12 donations

Clovelly Child
Care Centre donated $75 to the Go 
fund me organized by the Northern 
Rivers Preschool alliance 

We have a personal connection to one of the Early learning 
Centre’s that were devastated by the floods IN Queensland 
Rowdy is a member of our Puggles  room  and his nan, 
Lynette Funnel  is the Educational leader.

Lismore Preschool marks 85 years of serving the Lismore 
community. Like us, it is a community based non profit 
Centre run by a parent management team. Besides  CCCC 
donating  to a collaborative donation for all 13 schools in a
“ Go fund me” organized by the Northern Rivers pre-school 

alliance I would like to invite our families to support and  
contribute to this  preschool for the next three months we 
will be arranging different opportunities of fundraising for 
this preschool .  When asked what the preschool needs , 
Lynette  suggested monetary donations instead of learning 
materials as there is no storage facilities.

They have lost EVERYTHING 

EDUCATIONAL LEADER
Qualifications: Master of 
Education; Bachelor of 
Education (Birth-
5); Graduate Cert. 
Inclusive 
Education; Diploma of 
Counselling; Cert IV TAE
I have worked across a 
broad range of 
community based early 
childhood services for 
close to 20 years, with a 
strong interest in 
investigating how 
nature/natural play 
environments enhance 
children’s learning 
opportunities. I

⚠️ Due to major flooding, Lismore Preschool is closed until further notice

Lynette Funnel is Rowdies granny  



Please support Lismore preschool

• Lismore Preschool bank account details as follows;

•

• BSB 637000

• Account No 714082868

• Account Name

• Lismore Preschool Inc

Thanks again for the support, mum sends her thanks and appreciation.

•



The learning environment in which a child participates, is often regarded as the "third 
teacher". It's for this reason that at Playball we give a lot of thought and consideration to 
creating a environment that enhances children's learning, health and safety while offering 
a welcoming, inclusive and non competitive space. We use Playball lessons to foster a 
sense of belonging and develop a range of different skills that contribute to the 
development of the whole child. The Playball program consists of fun and engaging 
experiences where the ability of each child is respected and the opportunity to develop at 
their own pace is extended. Research shows that when children feel safe and supported 
while learning skills, their confidence grows and they are more likely to take on new 
challenges and "risks". By doing they are able to build a strong foundation of different 
skills on which they can rely. Our lesson set up is organized and well planned and we use 
a range of age appropriate equipment to help children feel inspired and motivated to 
participate. We make a point of using the environment and our program to shape 
children’s behaviour and guide them to learn important life skills. ..........all while playing 
sport and having fun! Playball continues to focus on best practice in alignment with the 
EYLF WE ARE NOT JUST A SPORTS PROGRAM ! Learn, practice, play....it's the Playball way! 

Playball Update 03/22 Playball's Learning Environment 

What happens at Playball … 

We concentrate on catching skills.  

We start with some warm up exercises

We use a big ball and did dropping and catching.  We try to catch the ball using big scooping arms.

Coach Al throw the big ball to us and we try to catch it.

We use small balls and try to catch the ball in our hands.

We try throwing the ball up high and catching it without a bounce.

We use the small bouncy balls and practise dropping it, bouncing it down and then catching it with 2 hands.

We finish off the lesson with a game called “Magic Hoops”

We concentrate on basketball skills 

We start off with some active running, galloping and hopping.

We do windmill exercises to warm up our shoulders and practise “crossing the midline”

Crossing the mid-line activity – sitting and rolling the ball with both hands around our body

We do lots of bouncing practise.  We bounce the ball using our favourite hand.  We try to do as many bounces as possible.

We do the “chest pass”  throwing the ball from our chest using long straight arms. 

We do shooting the ball up from our foreheads, first throwing the ball straight up into the air and then we use the basketball 

hoop

We play different  fun games at the end of our lesson. For example   “bottle of poison” and “magic hoops”

We always have a great time 

COACH AL



We love learning WITH “country” and recognise the importance of the relationships with 

the land, sky, waterways, seasons, plants and animals. 

        

 

“Nature is imperfectly perfect. Filled with loose parts and possibilities, with mud 

and dust, nettles and sky, transcendent hands-on moments and skinned knees.” 

Richard Louv.  

 

 

At CCCC we recognise the value of connecting WITH nature and our local environment and 

community. For example, during our last Bush Kindy, we had a few local connections 

saying hello to some ex-Joeys and a parent/teacher when walking past Clovelly Public 

School. We also got the opportunity to meet and chat with Luke’s Mum Heather, the 

Director of Bronte Early Education Centre.  

 

      

 

 

       

We build awareness and respect for nature and believe in “leave no trace” - advocate for 

nothing to be taken from the beach. We “Take 3 for the sea” often picking up more than 3 

pieces of rubbish from our beach to help protect the ocean and marine life. If we do take 

anything from “country” we seek permission from first nations people or land managers eg 

we asked Randwick Council for permission for foraging some native spinach to use it for 

our kitchen garden program/eating it.    

     

We encourage the Joeys whilst at Beach/Bush Kindy to explore, be curious, predict, 

wonder and observe. If children find “fallen treasures” we like to research local 

flora/fauna with them to increase our knowledge about our local environment. Did you 

know there are over 170 species of Banksia in Australia?   

     

We are committed to including First Nations People’s Perspectives and have organised an 

excursion for the Joeys on Thurs 26th May to Centennial Park - “Connect to Country” 

program with Deadly ED. We look forward to that experience connecting with country and 

playing a range of traditional Indigenous games.  

Jen  
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Music with maestro Luke 



• Over recent weeks, the music program has begun to focus upon the D’harawal seasons, traditionally observed by 
Indigenous people. Within our surrounding country, the season of Marrai’gang has begun. The weather during this season 
starts to be wet, becoming cooler, or, Bana’marrai’yung. The season is also represented by flora and fauna. Marrai’gang, 
the spotted quoll, wanders the bushland and can be heard calling for a mate. Lillipilli trees bear fruit and they drop to the 
ground. Marareen, the golden orb weaving spider, seeks a mate and will lay her eggs beneath her massive, beautiful webs. 
Garral, the glossy black cockatoo, can also be heard, crying mournfully for a mate. 

• So the children have been focusing and learning about these themes through music. We have been thinking about the 
weather and the soundtrack it creates, through the rain and windy conditions. The animals mentioned have been and are 
going to be further explored through song, the sounds they create, as well as their movements. The children have also 
been observing traditional Indigenous dances, music and songs, depicting different native animals, focusing upon their 
movements and sounds they create. These experiences have been a favourite of the children’s, especially listening to the 
yidaki, or didgeridoo, and the animal sounds that can be expressed. Through these experiences, Aboriginal and Indigenous 
teachings are embedded within our curriculum and the children learn about them through the arts.

• We are also going to be focusing upon musical compositions and begin a process of creating them collaboratively with the 
children. Through this experience, children begin to learn some basic fundamentals of music. These include rhythm, time, 
tone, key and tempo. The children will be encouraged to choose anything they like to write about and these stories will 
form the themes and lyrics of the compositions. We will then explore the different fundamentals of music and the children 
will be able to help choose and build which direction the songs will take. 

• We look forward to continue exploring, creating and learning through the mediums of music and movement.



Puggles 
• Welcome to the Puggles for 2022. We welcome our new 

and existing families this year and we can not wait to see 
where the year of learning and wonder takes us.

• This year a main drive in our curriculum and planning 
comes from the D’harawal seasons – D’harawal Tribe 
observe six seasons relating to changes in weather:

• Burran (January to March)

• Marrai’gang (April to May)

• Burrugin (June to July)

• Wiritjiribin (August)

• Ngoonungi (September and October)

• Parra’dowee (November and December 

• As we enter each new seasons we channel a range of 
different practices to create rich and inviting learning 
environments while making a connection to each new 
season.



• So, what does the beginning of the year 
look like for Puggles parents, children and 
teachers? For parents you may find 
yourself entering this new stage with 
little reservations, if this is the case we 
are here to support your emotional 
needs as we are your little ones. We aim 
to support all members of the Puggles 
and encourage input from our families as 
you venture on this exciting stage in both 
yours and your child’s new journey. For 
children, we, the teachers, welcome our 
newest students with enthusiasm 
warmth and encouragement to face any 
challenges.

• To begin our year as smoothly as 
possible, we adapt practices that support 
the children to build upon a strong sense 
of self and build a strong and secure 
relationship across all caregivers. We 
encourage parents to form a reciprocal 
relationship with teachers that will in 
turn transfer to the children. 

• It is very important for all to establish a 
partnership and build those strong 
connections. We have shared many 
wonderful moments in the short time we 
have been with our children this far. A 
method of attachment and secure 
relationship building that we take from is 
the circle of security.  (See image for 
reference) 

• We look forward to continuing upon 
these relationships with both the 
children and families as the year 
progresses. 



• We strongly believe in the outdoor environment playing the role of the third teacher. Throughout the past two months 
we have incorporated many outdoor teaching moments into our children’s learning. The Puggles’ Indigenous herb garden 
has flourished and in turn the lessons the children have shared through this have been one of wonderful teaching 
moments. A lesson of investigation occurred as our ever engaged curious learners made the fantastic discovery of our 
tomato plant. Through the guidance of teachers and curiosity within the children we headed on a journey of foraging for 
rich ingredients, all from within our own backyard – how lucky are we. 

We encourage children to extend their kindness and wonder to all that inhabits the garden. Recently we have been sharing this love and appreciation towards our worms - we are currently in the 

planning stages of creating a new house upgrade for our worms and would love any suggestions families may have. 

Extending our kindness to those in the outdoor environment, we encourage children to take responsibility for their own environment. We believe providing the children with all the necessary tools 

to care of someone or something else, opens for many wonderful qualities within ones self. 



• Taking the opportunity to connect to Bidjigal land and appreciate the growth of pure 
fresh ingredients, we encouraged our Puggles to take part in a range of cooking 
experiences. Our main focus through our group yarn circles have been to share with 
the children the importance of their role to the land. We speak  of how we offer 
kindness through watering the garden, composting and looking after our worms – all 
in turn will look after us as we take the benefits of rich delicious herbs and 
vegetables. 

• Over the past two months the children have taken part in educational and of course 
fun appetising cooking lessons. So far this year the Puggles have taken part in 
producing beautiful sage focaccia bread, created their very own dough for pizza 
topped with fresh tomato’s, sipped on fresh mint water- our little foragers love a 
snack of mint throughout the day. We will continue to work with our produce within 
the garden to create further hands-on learning and build upon the connection to our 
outdoor environment. 

• There are a multitude of lessons that children learn when creating food below are 
just a few.  

• Importance of nutritious foods

• Introduce scientific/mathematical concepts 

• We take care of the environment, while being connected and contributing to their 
world

• Enhances fine motor

• Enhances language development

• We follow the Indigenous 8 ways of learning, with community links and learning 
with non-verbal communication.

• Build on attention span and focus as they learn to follow a sequence/direction. 



Lastly and most importantly it brings our little community 

together as we share in delicious food. 



• Friendships and forms of play within the nursery. 

• Many of you may ask if your little ones are playing with other children or if they have friends. At this stage in 
their development, children engage in a range of different play scenarios in a diversity of ways. 

• It is very age appropriate and typical of this age group to play alone, as they are building their sense of 
security and attachment. A new environment brings many changes, allowing your children the time to adapt 
to these surroundings is important to their play episodes and overall well being.

• When children engage in playing by themselves – we call this solitary play. During this stage of play, we see 
children content as they engage on their own. Very age appropriate play. 

• Spectator/ on looker – our observant little ones take the time to observe the area of play and their peers 
before engaging or not at all. 

• We then enter parallel play, children playing in small groups amongst one another, however, do not 
necessarily interfere or engage with those adjacent to them. As children become more familiar with their 
environment and the peers sharing in their space, we begin to see more shared interactions, as when 
language development is more prominent children will be more likely to verbally ask for a peers involvement. 

• This year we have encountered many precious moments of friendships forming as the children become 
familiar with their new peers and reform connections with old friends. For some of our Puggles enacting the 
role of care taker has lead to many  heartfelt moments within their play and their daily interactions among 
one another. 

• Our older Puggles children are exploring their roles and responsibilities in caring for others through role play 
episodes with the baby dolls and within home corner. The role of care taker has recently transferred  to our 
younger friends in the room. On many occasions our older Puggles are displaying genuine empathetic 
gestures and genuine concern and compassion for their younger peers – some beautiful examples have been 
when children assist (alongside  teachers) with a bottle feed, welcoming their friends from naps or gentle 
goodnight before bed, offering their water bottles through out the day, and sharing a warm hug or simple 
hello when a friend enters the room of a morning.

• Developing skills such as kindness, compassion and empathy take some time; such skills can be complex to 
develop and like anything take time. From moments experienced in these short few months we can proudly 
say we have some kind and caring Puggles in our room. 





• Mind Body and Soul  

• We know there are many benefits from taking a moment for 
ourselves, re setting and basking in a relaxing environment. 

• Although it may seem as though our little ones don’t work the 
9-5 hours (or more) therefore why would they need “down 
time” - they too are working hard at growing and developing 
into fierce, strong and independent members of society – in 
turn they too deserve the benefits of a relaxing moment once in 
awhile. 

• Here in the Puggles we have made it a priority to offer ample 
opportunities for our little ones to be in a state of peace and 
calmness as they build the skills to understand their body and 
build upon their  self regulation skills. 

• One of the ways in which we have been creating such moments 
is from starting from the ground- our feet. We have taken 
opportunities to offer the children time off their feet as we 
explore the wonderful properties linking to reflexology. Although 
not trained in this field the simple actions of a gentle push pull 
and squeeze have seen to be highly beneficial in creating that 
sense of relief  and over all calm being. The children who have 
participated in this experience showed great levels of relaxation, 
enjoyment and we believe the children went about their day 
with an improved disposition for learning. 

• Throughout the year we will continue to offer the children many 
opportunities to explore moments of relaxations as we explore a 
variety of ways to do so. 

• Other ways we encourage mindfulness and calming learning 
environments are through experiences such as sensory painting, 
working with clay, loose part stone stacking and water play to 
name a few. 



Plateenas • The first few months in the Platannas is all about settling in 
our room, gaining a sense of belonging, helping to make 
their time here a ‘home away from home.’

• One of the main ways we aid in this sense of belonging is 
through the circle of security. The circle of security is a very 
simple concept and based on sound pedological research. 

• It is one of the most effective ways of helping your child 
settle and form an attachment to the teachers, in the room. 

• Clovelly Childcare follows the philosophy of play-based 
learning. And we very much follow this philosophy in our 
room. Through play children your child is exploring, taking 
risks, engaging their imagination, and solving problems. 
They learn valuable skills that support social, physical, and 
cognitive development at a pivotal time in our brain’s 
development. Play based learning, is learning for life, 
equipping your child with an arsenal of tools to help them 
navigate through life. 

• Adjacent to this we use “spaces and places” for our 
curriculum areas which means each space has intentionally 
in setup.  The space “tells a story” eg the art area has 
pencils, paper, paintbrushes are stored in the same place 
near the art table, assessable to the child at any time.  
Having the place and space in a constant space helps the 
child explore and build on their experiences in that space. 

• Now we have all settled into the room and formed a sense 
of belonging we have started to explore.  Two areas of 
constant interest have been The Gratitude Tree and Bugs 
(great in this warm wet weather we’ve been experiencing. 

Most young Plateenas  when given a piece of clay are instinctively motivated to explore its inviting soft responsive 

sensory qualities. Therefore we take away tools – just clay! Children need lots of time working with clay and their 

hands. Pounding, pushing, rolling, squeezing, poking, pinching and twisting



The Gratitude Tree 
• Research shows that when we focus on things, we are grateful for, we rewire our brains to focus on the positive. 

With this mind we went about creating the room’s first Gratitude Tree. Together we looked at trees in our 
natural environment, t helping inspire us on the colour and shape of our tree. We worked collectively, designing 
our gratitude tree, then it was ready for its final, but most important piece, the leaves, on which we would put 
our personal words of gratefulness on.   During our yarn circle, we spoke about gratefulness and its meaning, 
before posing the question to the children, for what they were thankful/grateful. Their voices (see below)  were 
placed on a leaf , affixed to our tree, so it could grow healthy and strong (just like us) 

• Things we give gratitude to 

• Farah- Having a home

• Soraya - Being happy

• Elliot D - My Jo Jo

• Isabel- Porridge

• Alexa-My mummy

• Lissy/ Vic   - the ocean.

• This is an ongoing project.  With the changing of the seasons, our leaves will be changed, we will pose the 
question again to the children as their gratefulness may have changed. This wonderful tree leads us into 
conversation of the importance of trees and how we value them. We had a conversation how our Indigenous 
Australians utilised trees, in their culture. Our beautiful Grateful tree has led us to many learning opportunities, 
as well as a wonderful space where the children often take some time out of their day to have a moment of 
solitude.

• Thank you to all the parents who contributed to our grateful tree by writing what you are grateful for on our 
leaves.  You are welcome at anytime to add words of gratitude to our tree. 



Joeys How does having strong hands and fingers make us school ready?

Not only school ready but life ready…

Children require strong hands and fingers to be school ready so they can successfully write with endurance & fluency. 

However, it’s important to see the Early Years as a chance to make our Joey’s “life ready” through purposeful & play-based 

learning.

When we consider a day spent in the Joey’s room, the rich learning that takes part may appear simplistic, but when diving 

deeper we see strength-based learning at its best. Time to strengthen and focus our self-help skills on peer collaboration or 

alone. Heavy work is undertaken requiring power, control, concentration, and intensity

Sewing and threading - by grasping beads or threading, this 
intense concentration allows children without realising they 
are using fine motor skills to pinch and hold through the 
entire activity.



• Being Architects through construction and the sharing of 

ideas to solve a common problem. From simple balancing to 

sophisticated manipulation of blocks motor skills are greatly 

improved.

Let’s create a world where we talk less about being ‘school 

ready’ and create a discussion on how to become ‘life ready’.

Rebecca.



The Knitting Project – Joeys yard by Sally Ann 
• According to Wikipedia –

‘Yarn 
bombing (or yarnbombin
g) is a type 
of graffiti or street 
art that employs 
colourful displays 
of knitted or crocheted y
arn or fibre rather than 
paint or chalk. It is also 
called wool 
bombing, yarn 
storming, guerrilla 
knitting, kniffiti, urban 
knitting, or graffiti 
knitting’

• The Knitting Nannas of 
Against Gas in Alice 
Springs are a group of 
knitters deeply 
concerned about the 
threat to our air and 
water by the proposed 
massive expansion of the 
shale gas industry in 
central Australia. They 
have used their knitting 
skills to draw attention 
to Fracking in the Alice 
Springs region 

My inspiration for the project came from an 
art display I saw in Bundeena where the 
local school knitted flowers and attached 
them to the tree’s in the local park to 
remember Anzac Day.  The display told the 
story’s behind those who fought and 
sacrificed there lives for the freedoms we 
have today.  

For me I thought it would be 
nice to brighten up the Joey’s 
yard and cover the poles with 
colours representing the 
seasons. This has sparked 
conversations amongst the 
Joey’s and observations of 
different colours they are 
noticing in their gardens and 
local parks.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graffiti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knitted
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crocheted


• I put the call out for knitters in our 
CCCC community to contribute 
and I have picked up a pair of 
needles for the first time myself 
and during quiet time have 
knitted my first square! 

• We have received several knitted 
parcels but what is most delightful 
is the look on the children’s faces 
when they run through the gate 
waving a bag of knitted squares 
for the project. 

• I’m working towards having this 
completed by the Green Fair in 
May but need a lot more 
squares. 

Please spread the word and if the squares could be approx. 10cm x 10cm in any colour – knitted or crochet we will make it work. 



Joeys- Art and Creativity Jo 😊
• In the Joeys room, the children are immersed in a variety of creative experiences, which enhance their ever-growing skills. They

experiment with different colours, materials, techniques, and styles of art which all seek to develop their artistic skills and most 
importantly their creative expression. There are multiple opportunities within the service where the children get to learn new 
skills and showcase them throughout various events, for example, the green fair and the art show. 

• The Joeys are using their fine motor skills and hand eye coordination, to develop the skill of sewing. They have embraced the
learning of sewing and will move onto different mediums as their skills develop. The children are enjoying sewing, using their 
very own sewing boards. The children chose a piece of sustainable cardboard, which they punched small holes through, making 
a pattern, before beginning to sew. They used a variety of different coloured wool to sew and decorate their pattern. 

• With instruction and guidance from their teacher, they have learnt all about the push pull movement of sewing. They threaded 
up and down, through the holes in the cardboard. Some of the older Joeys have even learnt how to thread the needle. We have 
started with plastic needles, however, will move onto metal needles when their skills have matured, as they are more 
environmentally friendly. 

• This fine motor skill is a similar technique the children learn when beading and threading. The children’s hand eye coordination 
is enhanced as they thread the beads slowly through the string. Sometimes the children are given the opportunity to make 
bracelets, which they can take home. Other times they create a beautiful decoration which is displayed in the centre. Within 
these experiences, the children partake in discussions about colours and patterns, which they can use during their beading 
experiences. 



Our Environment, Sustainability & Kitchen Garden

Autumn – the season transition between Summer and Winter 

Like the seasons, our gardens go through similar changes of their own

Here, at Clovelly, we cherish having such beautiful, rich and inviting 

natural outdoor spaces for all the children to experience its’ pleasures and 

wonders. Throughout our curriculum and educational program, the outdoor 

environment is very much our powerful 3rd teacher enabling the children 

have many learning experiences that connect them to this place, “their” 

place and the crucial role they play in conserving and maintaining it for 

future Clovellians to appreciate and enjoy. 

As the need for greater sustainability becomes more apparent globally, so 

does the importance of why we embed sustainable practices within our 

programs. Through hands-on experiences and relevant educator pedagogies, 

children can explore and learn about their local contexts and 

environmental issues. They can develop the creativity and critical thinking 

skills necessary to make informed decisions for change, improving the 

quality of their lives, and those of future generations.

Practicing sustainability empowers children to construct knowledge, explore 

values and develop an appreciation of the environment and its relationship 

to their worlds.

The Earth Charter
Crafted by visionaries over twenty years 
ago, the Earth Charter is a document with 
sixteen principles, organized under four 
pillars, that seek to turn conscience into 
action.  

It seeks to inspire in all people a new 
sense of global interdependence and 
shared responsibility for the well-being of 
the whole human family, the greater 
community of life, and future generations. 
It is a vision of hope and a call to action

Each new year is a time for 

revisiting our waste and 

recycling practices in each 

room and familiarising all 

children, new and old, 

about where the bins are 

placed and their purpose. 

We use small colour coded 

bins for our rubbish and 

recycling in the rooms and 

these bins match to the 

Councils’ larger bins. This 

system allows the children 

to build the connections to 

the correct bins when 

emptying or identifying the 

correct bin for their waste.  



Going over our sustainability practices with the children [new and existing] and 

what their role is in caring for and sustaining the environment. We discussed 

how important worms are to maintain a healthy environment and how the 

children can assist through composting our fruit and vegetable scraps. Through 

hands on learning and participation in daily practices our children will develop a 

deep and life long understanding and knowledge of how and why we need to 

sustain the environment for the future. Part of their learning includes being 

part of the process and contributing to maintaining a healthy compost bin and 

worm farm. We are still streamlining our FOGO / COMPOST / WORM FARM / 

GUINEA PIG food recycling and developing a clearer system and routine of 

separating the fruit and vegetable scraps and sharing it with the worms and 

Whisper. Workshops have been conducted in all rooms for the children and 

educators to learn together and teach each other. Through these experience 

the children show growing appreciation and care for our natural  environment as 

well as learning how to categorize what food waste worms can and can’t eat.

FOGO RECYCLING, COMPOSTS AND WORM FARMS



Connecting to Our 
Compost and Worms    

Hands On 
Investigation through 

the Compost Trays

Introducing the Plateenas and Puggles to Recycling their Fruit scraps for their Worm farm As we introduce composting it must be noted that To know and understand a process one must 
have first hand experiences with the subject. The Worm / compost trays we made as well as the Visual Reference Charts allows all the children to “really experience” waste recycling first 
hand.

From the 
Worm 
farm 

comes the 
Worm Wee 

that 
nourishes 
our plants



Recycling : Learning the Difference - What Waste goes Where?

Paper Towels are 
now Recycled in 
the Green FOGO 

bin

This is a real 
coup in our 
reduction of  
waste going 
into landfill

FOGO

Each room has 2 recycling buckets – one for FOGO and the other for Compost/Worm scraps. We have discovered the importance 
of having visual reference charts for both buckets that the children can refer to if unsure. The charts also promote many 
conversations and discussions amongst the children and educators about “Which Bin”?  Continuous practice of recycling food 
waste at routine times will evolve the children into knowledgeable and conscientious ECO citizens

Compost/Worms



Update on Our Woolworths Landcare Grant

Autumn – the season transition between Summer and Winter 

Like the seasons, our gardens go through similar changes of their 

own

Our project seems to be taking forever with one delay after another But we forge forward and are seeing a glimmer of light. Our garden beds have 

been constructed thanks to our hard working Joeys and put into place in the garden. There were many teachable and learning moments throughout 

the building – using numeracy to ensure we had all the panels, nuts & bolts, using literacy to follow instructions and describe actions needed to 

accomplish a task and the most precious thing was how the children assisted, guided and helped each other when problems were encountered. What a 

phenomenal work crew

Understanding numbers and measurements

Problem Solving

Fine Motor and Co-ordination Skills

Teamwork



Splitting our Native Bee Hive Incursion 

As part of our Grant we also got a Bee Bonus and we invited Melissa from Native Bees to come and 

split our hives with the intent to set up new hives in the Plateenas and Puggles. This was a great 

opportunity for the whole centre to learn more about our native bees and how to care for them Before 

the splitting , we were reassured native bees don’t sting.  We listened for the big “crack” as the hive is 

split open and the bees all buzzed around.   Melissa showed us what the hive looked like inside, what a 

beautiful sight – 100s of worker (Female ) bees,  baby bees, and beautifully shaped propolis , a mix of 

bees wax and tree resign.  Looking at the hive Melissa decided it was not quite ready and as she 

couldn’t see or find the queen. She deemed it best to wait until Spring and then check on the condition 

of the hive.

Propolis

One VERY IMPORTANT thing we 

learnt was that the Joeys garden 

has very little flowering plants that 

our native bees like to feast on. So 

now we have a mission of planting 

more flowers suitable for our native 

bees nourishment and survival. Some 

bee beneficial plants are Crepe 

Myrtle , Salvia,  Sunflowers, 

Nasturtiums and Daisies. This is a 

PRIORITY for the health of our 

bees. So, we have begun to plant an 

array of seeds begin the creation of 

a Bee and Butterfly Garden space. 

Should anyone like to make a little 

plant donation for our bees future –

it would be greatly appreciated and 

you can drop it off in the Joeys at 

any time.



Update on Our Woolworths Landcare Grant

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS TOWARDS OUR PROJECTS’ COMPLETION

Council has approved the installation of the new garden beds with specific 

guidelines to be followed by the Centre. We have sourced the physical 

barrier they require to be placed at the base of all beds and a qualified 

tradesperson to oversee the installation is done properly. We are lucky to 

have one of our Dads, Adam, [Leons’ dad] offer his assistance and 

expertise. Once this has been completed it will be full steam ahead. The 

soil is here and ready to go into the beds and plants will be purchased for 

the final phase. 

There will be a mixture of the food     

plants we know and introducing more native  

Indigenous plants for the children to learn and      

understand more about them and their significance to the local area. 

We have a gotten 2 types of soils,     

one for vegetables and seedlings and    

the other for native plants. Our     

vision is to use some new soil to    

boost the health of existing       

beds so all garden beds may 

thrive into the future.

Flower Bulbs, Soil 

and Absorption    

It is so wonderful when the children 

bring in plants from home for us to 

plant and grow in our gardens

Milo D bought in some bulbs for us 

to plant in the garden. He told 

Garden Sally that they have yellow 

and white flowers but forgot their 

name. Prompted by Amara he 

remembered that they were Daffodils. 

We found a suitable pot to fill with 

soil and spaced out the bulbs for 

planting. During the watering in we 

had a big discussion on water 

absorption and how it was best 

practice to pour on some water and 

allow it to be absorbed before adding 

more. This process will ensure that all 

the soil has the chance to become 

wet and encourage good root growth.



Check out the size of our CUCUMBERS growing in the Joeys

Working in the Garden 
With the copious amounts of rain we have had this year 

one would think that the gardens would flourish. In some 

cases this is true [particularly with the cucumber vine in 

the Joeys] but we have also observed many plants 

overwhelmed by it. Once we have boosted the condition 

of all beds we are hoping for a more productive Autumn                     

Collecting Seeds from Sunflowers  

Committed to Whispers’ 

Care   
It is so wonderful how the 

Joeys children take an 

invested interest in caring 

for our Whisper. It is 

becoming a morning ritual 

to collect grass and hand 

feed it to our furry friend. 

They are learning to be 

calm around the cage so not 

to startle or frighten him. 

They love him so much.

The Joys of “Whisper”

What Food Whisper Likes to Eat –

all this and ‘strawberries’



…Snails… 

Checking on our cucumbers the children noticed “snails” on the leaves. It was decided to 

remove them and invite them to the bug hotel but before that happened we took time to 

investigate them more closely. How they moved across different surfaces and other snails. 

Using some Perspex the children were able to view how their muscles contracted to enable 

them to move. We could also see the snails’ mouth opening and closing. 

Snails Mouth

Tracking the Movements of Some 

Inhabitants of Our Garden
Just like outside the front door. Elliot was 

very keen to watch the Leopard slug found on 

the ledge move and talk about its’ journey 

Our Environment constantly 

provides moments of discovery and 

wonder. 

…Leopard Slug… 



Let’s Create 
Steps

1. Smear on the sauce
1. Add the Toppings

[Ham, tomato, mushrooms, basil 
and cheese]
3. Into the Oven to Cook

When our Pizzas were cooked and the Smell was so tempting. The last step in 
the Pizza Making Process was to “EAT IT” and enjoy the product of their own 

making.
GREAT JOB PUGGLES

Puggles Pizza Prepping

Add Ingredients for the Dough

Mix it all together and Leave to rise

Prepping the Ham - 2 techniques used 

{cutting with safety knives or pulling apart 

with their hands}

Kitchen Garden
A major component of the garden is its' 
relationship to the kitchen. Here at Clovelly, 
there is a  focus of building and developing 
the children’s connections and relationships 
with the garden, food and the kitchen. 
All children have had and continue to have 
the opportunity to participate in
❖ Harvesting produce for meals or snacks
❖ Preparing food for meals [peeling, 

chopping and slicing]
❖ Experimenting with and using tools safely
These experiences help to develop their 
awareness and appreciation of food and 
promote healthy eating. It builds ones self 
esteem and pride in preparing food for their 
peers and teachers to eat and enjoy. They also 
practice their motor skills – developing and 
refining their hand and wrist dexterity.

The tomatoes and basil were harvested from their garden



Our Kitchen garden program caters for many 

planned experiences and spontaneous moments 

that occur every day. One spontaneous moment 

was the children's find of a passionfruit from the 

vine in the yard. We seized the opportunity for 

some intentional teaching about passionfruit. 

Whether it was ripe or not and how could we 

tell. Elliot G stated “They need to be Black”. It 

was decided we cut it open and see what the 

inside looked like, Spoons were gathered for 

taste testing and conversations had whether the 

pulp was sweet or sour. Consensus: “Sweet”

Making their own Salad for Lunch

Committed Plateenas full of concentration as they chopped 

and sliced the cabbage, tomatoes and carrots. Bodhi, Francesca 

and Alexa were knowledgeable and confident in their cutting 

abilities whilst Abi, Loulou and Bowie needed some guidance in 

knife use and all were great at persevering to accomplish their 

task

Our Kitchen Garden Program



Artist in residence Artist is Residence Project. 
Painting the door to welcome visitors to Clovelly Childcare centre
Clovelly Child Care Centre (CCCC) proposal
Clovelly childcare centre is looking for Indigenous artists to apply and submit their work for an artist resident 
project held at our centre from November /December /January 2021
There will be a special viewing of the Artwork door at our Annual Spring Art show which will be held on 16th

September2022 at 6.30 pm at our centre 

The proposal focuses on painting the centres door with a whale to represent interactions between Aboriginal 

communities across Australia and whales which pre dates European history by a very long way

The painting commission would require the artist to create their artwork during centre hours so that our 

community of learners can have a deeper understanding of the connection of learning on Country

Along the east coast of New South Wales, the presence of whales in Aboriginal culture is imbedded in many 

forms, from dreamtime stories, whales recognised as totem animals for various language groups and there are 

many significant sites of art work depicting whales too- particularly around Sydney.

There is a world of fascinating information about Aboriginal history and interactions with Whales co – existing 

and migrating along the Australian coastline, an important one that we acknowledge and respect. We would 

like to educate and ensure our Clovelly childcare children have deep understanding and knowledge of 

indigenous perspectives

Our children know and respect that this land Always Was, Always Will Be Aboriginal land. This iconic image 

also presents an opportunity for everyone to hear and learn the First Nations’ 65,000+ year history of this 

country.

The children of CCCC have been involved in a Beach Kindy program which began in 2013 after an inspiring session 
at an ECEEN (Early Childhood Environmental Educators network) conference. Since then our children have 
visited Clovelly beach every week
Clovelly Beach is located within the Bronte-Coogee Aquatic Reserve and it is our local beach During our visits our 
children have developed a love and reverence for the ocean and marine life. They have been inspired by the 
original custodians of this land to care for Country. For example our children know they cannot collect anemones, 
barnacles, chitons, cockles, crabs, mussels, octopus, oysters, pipis, sea urchins, sea stars, snails and worms, 
whether they are dead or alive. Empty shells cannot be collected in the Reserve because they provide homes for 
living organisms. Embedding an indigenous perspective will deepen their knowledge 

Drawing by Zoe inspired by Imogen during our artist and 
residence in the Joeys room



Unveiling of the painting 
Past, Present and Emerging is my depiction of Clovelly beach. The yellow dots represent the past families, children 
and staff which this centre is built upon.

The present represents the families and children who are here now to share this wonderful learning environment. 
The red dots are the children; I wore red hats on excursions when I was little and the children still today wear red 
hats on their excursions.

The emerging will be the children who will follow the whale dreaming. Whales migrate up the coast to the birthing 
grounds and bring their babies back with them. This can be seen through Clovelly Childcare Centre where your 
children will eventually grow up to become their own person, with their own dreams. Some may come back to 
visit and others will remember the good memories of their time spent here at the centre. 

The whale represents the Bidjigal people of the area.



Tell us about yourself – you can include a brief biography, any art-related 

experience you have had (art exhibitions, art commissions, education etc.).

I am a Yuin woman and my Aboriginal family come from the NSW South

Coast. I am the granddaughter of a Stolen Child. My Pop, Charlie Pender, was

taken in 1945 from his family and spent six years at Kinchela Boys Home

where he was subjected to abuse that no child should ever have to know

about. His experiences have influenced my desire for true reconciliation in

Australia. I want for all of our nation to understand and acknowledge my

beautiful culture and strong history. I see that an avenue to share First

Nations stories is through the creative arts and more specifically visual arts. I

am a keen artist and enjoy painting and drawing with various mediums

including acrylic paints, watercolours and lead and charcoal. As an Aboriginal

woman I am naturally drawn to Indigenous art and the Songlines they so

often share.

I was part of the Koori Art Expressions program during my primary school

years and also chosen to be part of ‘Art Express’ which was a program hosted

at the NSW Art Gallery for Indigenous students.

More recently I was part of a small group who developed and painted an

artwork for Souths Cares 2020 NAIDOC Week event (see images below)

As part of the Souths Cares program I was selected to be an artist on the most

recent South Sydney Rabbitohs jersey for Indigenous Round 2021 (see website

links below)

https://www.rabbitohs.com.au/news/2021/05/20/rabbitohs-indigenous-

jersey-2021/

https://www.rabbitohs.com.au/news/2021/04/28/rabbitohs-launch-2021-

indigenous-jersey/

Artist in residence :  Imogen Grants painting inspired by the outline of the 
coast line of Clovelly beach. Our  2021 Joeys children  were privileged to 
observe her work . Not only did our children learn artistic techniques ,but 
Imogen explained her artistic intentions and shared her story

Commissioned artwork 2022 Title: Past, Present and Emerging

https://www.rabbitohs.com.au/news/2021/05/20/rabbitohs-indigenous-jersey-2021/
https://www.rabbitohs.com.au/news/2021/04/28/rabbitohs-launch-2021-indigenous-jersey/


Maria Pender Grandmother and  Creator of Clovelly childcare centre in  1985 : Fearless director for 30 years 
The Grant Mob – Fran,(mum), Imogen, (Commissioned artist ) Charlie, Lachlan (brothers )and Danny (dad)


